Compactification of type IIB theory on torus, in the presence of fluxes, is considered. The reduced effective action is expressed in manifestly S-duality invariant form. Cosmological solutions of the model are discussed in several cases in the Pre-Big Bang
Introduction
It is recognized that string theory offers the prospect of unifying the fundamental forces of Nature [1] . The developments in string theory have shed lights in our understanding of the physics of black holes and have addressed important problems in cosmology. Furthermore, there is a lot of progress to establish connections between string theory and the standard model of particle physics which comprehensively explains a vast amount of experimental data. String theory is endowed with a rich symmetry structure. Notable among them are dualities [2, 3, 4] . The strong-weak duality, S-duality, relates strong and weak coupling phases. In some cases these two phases of the same theory may be related and in some other cases strong and weak coupling regimes of two different theories are S-dual to each other. Type IIB string theory is an example of the former whereas, to recall a familiar example, heterotic string with SO(32) gauge group is related by S-duality to type I theory with same gauge group in D = 10. The T-duality, which we mention in passing, is tested perturbatively. A simple illustration is to consider compactification of a spatial coordinate of a bosonic closed string on S 1 of radius R. The perturbative spectrum of this theory matches with the one where the corresponding spatial coordinate is compactified on a circle of reciprocal radius. It is worthwhile to note that the web of dualities have provided us powerful tools to understand string dynamics in diverse dimensions.
The purpose of this article is to envisage toroidal compcatification of type IIB string theory in presence of constant 3-form fluxes along compact direction. Our goal is to investigate consequences of S-duality for reduced string effective action and examine possible mechanism for breaking of S-duality. Moreover, we elaborate a few points and sharpen them which were not addressed in the present perspectives in earlier works in the context of a four dimensional effective action where the symmetry is enhanced.
The vanishingly small value of cosmological constant, Λ c , might be understood by invoking the naturalness argument as has been advocated by us [5, 6, 7, 8] . Although there are several proposals to explain smallness of the cosmological constant, this issue has not been completely resolved to every one's satisfaction. It is to be noted that at the present juncture S-duality does not manifest as an exact symmetry of Nature. In other words, one of the consequences of S-duality would be to discover magnetically charged particles and dyons. In this respect, we may mention that we have no conclusive experimental evidence so far in favor of S-duality as a symmetry in the domain of low energy. Moreover, we have not found evidence for massless dilaton and axion from on going experiments. The axion, one often discusses in string theory framework, finds itself in a difficult position to be identified with the axion that one is looking for in various experiments which appears in the standard model phenomenology and GUT phenomenology [9, 10] . Furthermore, it may be argued from the cosmological considerations that the dilaton should acquire its vacuum expectation value rather early in the evolution of the Universe (see section 2). Thus the dilaton and axion are expected to acquire mass, and S-duality may be a broken symmetry of Nature. As we shall see, for the model at hand, the reduced action does not admit a cosmological constant term when S-duality is preserved. If S-duality is spontaneously broken nonzero (positive) cosmological constant appears in our model. It is of interest to explore how S-duality is broken. Recently, spontaneous breaking of S-duality has been proposed by one of us by invoking the idea of gauging the SL(2, R) group [11] . Our proposal is, if we invoke naturalness argument due to 't Hooft, the cosmological constant should remain small in the theory we are dealing with. We are aware that the scenario we have envisaged is not close to the Universe described by the standard model. However, we have provided a concrete example realizing the arguments of naturalness to qualitatively argue why Λ c could be small. We are also aware that there are subtle issues related with non-compact symmetries and their breaking. We have not addressed to those problems here.
In recent years, compactification of string theories with fluxes has attracted considerable attention [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . In the context of brane world scenario such compactifications have assumed special significance. There is a lot of optimism that this approach might eventually allow us to build model which will realize the well tested standard model of particle physics although we have not achieved this objective completely. There has been a lot of progress in the string landscape approach to study the rich vacuum structure of string theory and construct models which are close to the phenomenological descriptions of particle physics. It has been shown that the landscape scenario admits a de Sitter phase with appropriate background configurations and a novel mechanism to break supersymmetry [18] . The toroidal compactification and the symmetries of reduced effective action have been studied extensively [2, 3, 4, 19, 20, 21] . Recently, compactification of heterotic string effective action on d-dimensional torus with constant fluxes along compact direction has been investigated in detail [22] . It was shown that the reduced action (with constant fluxes) can be cast in O(d, d) invariant form. Moreover, the moduli acquire potentials which would otherwise not appear in standard dimensional reduction of the 10-dimensional action of heterotic theory.
As we shall show in sequel, the toroidal compactification of type IIB theory in the presence of fluxes associated with NS-NS and R-R backgrounds can be expressed in an S-duality invariant form. The type IIB action can be compactified on a torus to obtain manifestly S-duality invariant reduced effective action following the standard procedure [23] . In the present context, due to the coupling of axion-dilaton M-matrix to the fluxes (see later) a potential term appears. We note that when we toroidally compactify the action and allow constant fluxes along the compact direction the resulting reduced action is no longer invariant under supersymmetry. The supersymmetry can be restored by adding appropriate sources [24] . However, our purpose is to investigate S-duality attributes of the reduced action. Moreover, as we shall elaborate in the following section, we argue that there might be a symmetry consideration in order to understand smallness of the cosmological constant. Furthermore, when we focus our attention on D = 4, we can dualize the space-time dependent 3-form field strength and express the effective action in yet another S-duality invariant form as has been noted earlier [25] .
We study the cosmological solutions of the effective action [26, 27] . Since in the present scenario axion-dilaton potential emerges due to the coupling of the doublet to the fluxes, it provides an opportunity to reexamine some of the well known issues in string cosmology. Notice that the fluxes dictate the form of the potential. Thus, unlike in the past, we have a frame work to introduce a potential in the effective action whose structure follows from the symmetry considerations. We study the graceful exit problem that arises in the context of Pre-Big Bang cosmology [27, 28] . In a simple case, we truncate the action by setting some of the scalars to zero (although we retain the axion and dilaton); however the axion-dilaton potential is kept in tact while addressing the graceful exit issue [29] . We find that the no-go theorem of Kaloper, Madden and Olive is still valid for our model [30] . We consider another form of truncated action to examine whether the Pre-Big Bang solution accompanied by scale factor duality [31] is admissible. Indeed, for this case we obtain a solution which satisfies the scale factor duality. However, the dilaton blows up at an instant when scale factor approaches a certain value [27] . Therefore, there is an epoch where the tree level string effective action is not trustworthy and the loop corrections have to be accounted for.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section is devoted to dimensional reduction of the ten dimensional action when fluxes are present along compact directions. It is shown that, for a simple compactification scheme, when D = 4, the action can be expressed in manifestly SL(3, R) invariant form where moduli parameterize the coset SL(3,R) SO (3) , although this result was known for a while [25, 32] ; we discuss this aspect from another point of view. Section III is devoted to solving the equations of motion. We consider different (truncated) version of the 4-dimensional action to obtain cosmological solutions. It is worthwhile to point out that during the initial developments of string cosmology the potentials were introduced by hand to explore various cosmological solutions. One of our motivations to study string cosmology starting from a nonsupersymmetric model is that it is expected that in the early Universe supersymmetry might not be preserved. The fourth section is devoted to discussions about the no-go theorem. A short appendix contains a detail calculation of axion-dilaton and scale factor evolution in the context of graceful exit problem.
Effective Action
The massless excitations of type IIB string theory consist of dilaton,φ, axion,χ, graviton,ĝ M N , two 2-form potential,B (i) M N , (i = 1, 2) and a 4-form potentialĈ M N P Q with self-dual field strength. Note however, that a covariant 10-dimensional effective action for type IIB theory cannot be written down when we want to incorporate 5-form self-dual field strength. In what follows, we present the 10-dimensional action in the string frame metric and do not include contribution of the field strength of C M N P Q . This omission does not affect our study of the symmetry properties of the action. As a notational convention we denote the fields in 10-dimensions with a hat. The action iŝ
It is more convenient to consider string effective action which is expressed in terms of Einstein frame metricĝ M N while discussing S-duality transformations and the invariance properties of the action. The two metrics are related byĝ M N = e − 1 2φĜ M N , and the corresponding action is [33, 34] 
where the axion-dilaton moduli matrixM and the H-fields are defined as followŝ
The action Eq. (2) is invariant under the transformationŝ
Λ ∈ SL(2, R) and Σ is metric of SL(2, R)
In order to facilitate toroidal compactification we choose the following upper triangular form for the vielbeinê Thus
η rs is flat space Lorentzian metric. With the above form of E A M we note that
Let us denote the space-time coordinates as {x
. If we assume that the backgrounds do not depend on the compact coordinates {Y α }, then the 10-dimensional Einstein frame effective action reduces to [20, 21, 23, 35 ]
by adopting the standard procedure for toroidal compactification of string effective action. Note that the gauge fields A α µ appear due to the prescription of vielbein keeping in mind that the action will be dimensionally reduced. When dimensional reduction is carried out these Abelian gauge fields are associated with the d-isometries. Moreover, the gauge fields A αβ also appear from the reduction ofB
The above action is expressed in the Einstein frame, G being determinant of G αβ . If we demand SL(2, R) invariance of the above action, then the backgrounds are required to satisfy following transformation properties ‡ :
and
We focus our attention on the D = 4 effective action and truncate it by setting some backgrounds to zero. From now on we set A β µ = 0. There are two 2-form ‡ If toroidal compactification of action eq. (1) is carried out then reduced action is not expressible in manifestly S-duality invariant form [36] . 
According to the compcatification procedure adopted above, the field strengths along compact directions are vanishing. The case of constant nonzero fluxes will be considered later.
We choose a simple compactification scheme where only a single modulus, y(x), appears and we adopt the following form of the metric
The resulting action is
By rescaling the space-time metric, g µν we remove the over all factor of e √ 3y and bring the above action to the following form (we still denote the new space-time metric as g µν ).
The action is written by
12
Note that the 3-form field strengths H (i) µνρ can be dualized to trade for two pseudo scalars, σ i (x), i = 1, 2 in four dimensions. Moreover, the equations of motion for H (i) µνρ are conservation laws. Therefore, we expect that the five moduli y(x), σ 1 (x), σ 2 (x), χ(x) and φ(x) will also reflect a symmetry. Indeed, they parameterize the coset SL(3,R) SO(3) [25] . Thus the action can be expressed in the following form
using SL(3, R)/SO(3) U-matrix
with det U = 1. Note that the equation of motion for the U-matrix is a conservation law,
representing five equations of motions since there are only five fields parameterizing U-matrix. When the action is expressed in terms of the scalars instead of the Umatrix, the corresponding equations of motion apparently give the impressions as if there are interaction potentials among the scalars. Therefore, one is led to believe that there are SL(2, R) invariant potential contradicting the result of [23] . However, when suitable linear combinations of the equations of motion are taken, (derived from an action with component fields not of the form of the action (19)) indeed, one obtains five current conservation equations which match with the same number of conservation laws as one derives from an
Thus far we have considered the scenario when backgrounds do not depend on compact coordinates. However, it is worthwhile to note that the effective action depends on the field strengths. Therefore, if constant field strengths are added to the effective action they will not affect the equations of motion modulo appearance of a cosmological constant term in certain cases. The appearance of cosmological constant term would be ruled out if additional symmetry constraints are imposed (for example, positive cosmological constant is not admissible if supersymmetry is desired). Now let us examine how the contribution of the fluxes appears in the effective action. They contribute as the field strengths, 3-forms, coming from the NS-NS and R-R sectors. Thus their additional contribution to equation (17) will be
When we consider our simple compactification scheme, (after space-time metric has been rescaled to arrive at (18)) this term is
with the appearance of this term the four dimensional effective action, S 
where σ =
 are the 3-form fluxes along compact directions.
The above action merits some discussions. We recall that in absence of H αβγ the action (19) is expressed in manifestly SL(3, R) invariant form. The presence of the constant flux breaks SL(3, R) symmetry. However, the above action is manifestly SL(2, R) invariant. Moreover, notice the coupling of M-matrix to the fluxes. Thus we have coupling of the SL(2, R) multiplet to gravity and to a constant source term. It is well known that due to the coupling to the fluxes, the tadpoles make their appearances. Moreover, supersymmetry is not maintained in this scenario. As alluded earlier our goal is to explore various aspects of S-duality and we are aware that supersymmetries are not preserved. We would like to dwell on some other aspects due to the presence of fluxes in what follows.
The model under considerations is reminiscent of the works on chiral dynamics. It is worthwhile to note the issues addressed in the context of σ-model approach to pion physics. We might have a scenario where SL(2, R) symmetry could be broken spontaneously. Alternatively, the S-duality could be broken explicitly if we assign specific configurations of the fluxes. Although the last term in the above action is SL(2, R) invariant, once we assign a specific configuration to the fluxes the symmetry is explicitly broken and still one has an axion-dilaton potential depending on the choice of the flux that breaks the symmetry.
We mention in passing that dilaton is expected to settle down to its ground state value in early epochs of the universe. It is well known that dilaton has two roles. It belongs to the massless spectrum of string theory. More importantly, the vacuum expectation value of dilaton determines gauge couplings, Yukawa couplings (hence fermionic masses) and a lot of other important parameters. To rephrase arguments to Damour and Polyakov [37] , dilaton must acquire its ground state value (say φ 0 ) much before the era of nucleosynthesis. Otherwise, the so well tested results of big bang model in that era will be affected since delicate nuclear reactions depend crucially on masses of nucleons (and light nuclei) and other fermions which in turn are determined by fermionic Yukawa couplings which can be computed in principle from underlying string theory ( all these are controlled by vacuum expectation value of dilaton).
Furthermore, at the present epoch of the universe there is no conclusive experimental evidence for a weak (as weak as gravity) long range repulsive universal interaction. Should dilaton remain massless, today, we expect such a repulsive force. Moreover, there are limits on dilaton mass to be m dil ≥ 10 −3 MeV. If we consider the scenario of spontaneous symmetry breaking, we shall get a term like the cosmological constant as is obvious from eq. (24) . Suppose the M-matrix assumes a nonzero vacuum expectation value. Then, we may write M = M 0 + M, M 0 is the constant vacuum expectation value and M is being the fluctuation,
is the cosmological constant term when the ten dimensional action is compactified on a torus of constant moduli, i.e. the radius of compactification is chosen to be a constant in eq. (16) to start with (see discussion before eq. (34)).
Equations of Motion
In this section we intend to present equations of motion associated with the actions considered in the previous section and look for solutions. We shall envisage cosmological scenario. It will be shown that we can obtain exact cosmological solutions for the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric in certain cases. We note that some of the interesting aspects of type IIB string cosmology have been studied by several authors and a detail references can be found in the review of article of Copeland, Lidsey and Wands. [25] However, as mentioned above, in some of those investigations either axion-dilaton potential were not incorporated or the potentials were introduced on ad hoc basis. Our approach differs from earlier works in this sense. In what follows we shall consider the k = 0 FRW metric, the spatially flat metric. Let us first consider the equations of motion corresponding to action (19) .The matter field equation is that of the SL(3, R) nonlinear σ-model coupled to gravity
The Einstein equation is
In the cosmological scenario the FRW metric is
The equations of motion (using the 0-0 component of Einstein equation and matter equation) 16ḣ + 24h
with h =ȧ/a as the Hubble parameter, and
Thus
and A is a constant 3 × 3 matrix.
It follows from the Hamiltonian constraint that
Thus combining these two equations, we solve for the scale factor and the U-matrix
Note that in our approach we are able to present a cosmological solution for the FRW metric. This is analogous to the solution obtained in [38] while dealing with O(d, d) symmetric action. Here we solve for the scale factor and the U-matrix parameterized in terms of the five fields, φ, χ, y, σ 1 and σ 2 . The solution involves the integration constant A (now a 3 × 3 matrix with five independent components). We may recall here, in their approach to type IIB string cosmology, Copleland, Lidsey and Wands [25] identified various SL(2, R) subgroups of SL(3, R) parameterized in terms of the different combinations of the above five fields besides the space-time metric. In that formulation, interactions among these fields (always involving derivatives or currents) were identified as potentials. Thus in the cosmological scenario, one encountered potentials. These authors found several types of solutions for homogeneous cosmologies for various SL(2, R) subgroups of the duality group SL(3, R). We would like to point out that from a purely group theoretic perspective, in the present approach, we are able to arrive the cosmological solution. This is an elegant and powerful method. Let us turn our attention to the effective action S µνρ to σ i , and we have taken into account the presence of fluxes. In the cosmological scenario under consideration, the equations of motion cannot be solved exactly. The presence of fluxes breaks SL(3, R) to S-duality group SL(2, R). If we examine for equations of motion, the variation of modulus, y, couples to M-matrix and to √ −g∂ µ σ T M∂ µ σ. The equations of motion for σ i are current conservations.
The following clarifying remark is in order at this stage. Let us consider a case when the 10-dimensional theory has been compactified to the 4-dimensional theory with a constant radius of compactification. In other words, y, appearing in eq. (16) carries no space-time dependence. In such a case, the scalar field y(x) is constant and not dynamical to start with; however, B (i) αβ (x) can still appear as (scalar) dynamical degree of freedom. This situation is different from the case where the volume modulus stabilizes to some constant value due to a mechanism built into the theory. Moreover, if one retains the modulus, y(x), as dynamical in the reduced action and sets it to a constant value at the level of equation of motion, then the equation of motion for y (although it is set to a constant at that stage) imposes a constraint equation for other fields. This situation is to be contrasted with the former situation where y is already taken to be a constant right from the beginning when we compactify the 10-dimensional action. To illustrate further, if we considered G αβ to be a constant then their corresponding kinetic energy term is eq.(11) will be absent whereas all other terms will be present. In this paper when we use the phrase "frozen modulus" or freezing of modulus it is to be understood that y(x) is set to be a constant when D = 10 action is compactified. Let us consider the following simple form of the action where we set σ i = 0 and y is a constant radius of compactification. The resulting action is
We define the last term as −TrSM to simplify the notations where
The equation of motion associated with the M-matrix is
in the matrix notations. The above equation is derived from the action (34) keeping in mind that variation of M is constrained since M ∈ SL(2, R). Furthermore, if M were an ordinary matrix (not constrained) then its variation of the last term in action (34) will result in S ij in the equation of motion rather than combination of terms like MS and SM. If we consider a situation where the SL(2, R) symmetry is broken spontaneously, then in this phase, we may express M = M 0 + M where M 0 is the constant SL(2, R) matrix and M is its fluctuation. Now let us turn our attention to Einstein equation. In spontaneously symmetry broken phase the constant flux does couple to both M 0 and M. Notice that the former is like a cosmological constant in the Einstein equation whereas the latter contributes to the stress energy momentum tensor in the usual fashion. Now let us discuss the cosmological scenario when the metric and all other fields depend only on the cosmic time. In the presence of the flux term, we shall get a complete set of equations if we include y(t), the modulus, and the other two sets of pseudo scalars, σ i (t), in the action. As noted earlier, the presence of flux introduces axion-dilaton potential, call it Λ(φ, χ), which is SL(2, R) invariant. We truncate the action with (and still the S-duality invariance is maintained) when moduli of torus is constant and σ i = 0. Notice that the presence of the S-duality invariant potential offers the prospect of exhibiting some of the interesting aspects of string cosmology.
We recall that, in the Pre-Big Bang proposal of Gasperini and Veneziano, one encountered the problem of graceful exit. It was observed that gravi-dilaton cosmology encountered the no-go theorem [29] such that classically the two regimes could not be smoothly connected under certain situations. It was hoped that axion-dilaton cosmology might overcome the difficulty. We shall examine the graceful exit issues in the following.
The 4-dimensional effective action now we consider (including the scalars B
In a cosmological scenario where modulus is frozen, the above action goes over to
Equations of motion are
where S also contains terms involving
The first two equations (39) and (40) imply that the time integrations are
C and D being time independent. Thus when we consider equations of motion (41) associated with the M-matrix and utilize the relation (43) in them in the definition ofS, then we notice that elimination of the time derivatives of B (i) αβ and σ i fromS leads to additional potential terms that depend on M-matrix.
Let us discuss the presence of the axion-dilaton potential (the last term) in the action. One might hope that with the presence of a potential Λ(φ, χ) it might be possible to circumvent the no-go theorem of Kaloper, Maddern and Olive for graceful exit [30] in the context of Pre-Big Bang scenario. In a simple setting where we consider axion-dilaton and the potential due to the fluxes (maintaining S-duality invariance), we find that the no-go theorem still holds (see the appendix for details). Now we proceed to present an illustrative example for a cosmological solution. We compactify action (1) to D = 4 on T 6 of constant moduli. Then set B
(1) 
Where H
µνλ has been dualized to yield σ (2) . We have expressed the action (44) in such a way that the two terms in the curly bracket, multiplied by e −2φ , are the contributions from the NS-NS states with 3-form set to zero. The rest of the terms come from the R-R sector and these are not multiplied by over all factor of e −2φ . Following Gasperini and Veneziano [27] , we denote the second piece as S m , such that δS m /δφ = 0. When we go to the cosmological setting all the fields depend on cosmic time t and we can define 2ϕ = 2φ − 3ln a, with ds
is the scale factor in this string frame metric. Thus scalars coming from R-R sector, including σ 2 , do not couple to dilaton. Furthermore, if we define density and pressure
with 2 δSm δg µν = T µν the massless scalars are pressureless fluids. However, the flux contributes a negative pressure ((H (2) ) 2 ). In order to establish correspondence with [27] we redefine the shifted dilatonφ = 2ϕ the relevant quantities are defined as follows:̺ = ̺a 3 , p = pa 3 . The resulting equations arė
where h ≡˙ a a . The solution to shifted dilaton is
k being the constant of integration. The scale factor is related to cosmic time through the following relation
and t 0 is another integration constant. The scaled density and pressure (denoted bȳ ̺ andp above) satisfy the relation
We remind the reader that the equations of motion for R-R scalars lead to conservation law (corresponding charge conservation) like the previous case. We note that { a,φ} satisfy scale factor duality during the entire epoch a(t) = a
. However as a(t) → 1 dilaton assumes large value and it blows up at a = 1. Therefore, during this era we cannot trust the tree level string effective action and higher order corrections to the effective action have to be taken into account. Furthermore, the truncated action Eq. (44) is no longer manifestly S-duality invariant since we have removed some of the fields from the action associated with SL(2, R) transformation. This is a scenario where S-duality is broken explicitly which specific choice of flux. It is not obvious at this stage whether one can address the graceful exit issue in this frame work if all the scalars appearing in action (38) are included. It requires exhaustive study of that effective action.
As we have discussed in the appendix, if we take another truncated version of the action, keeping different set of fields and the full potential, it is not possible to circumvent the no-go theorem. In view of the above discussions the present work offers new opportunities to address the graceful exit problem. Furthermore, other compactification schemes might be adopted to study cosmology from some of the points of view presented here.
Summary and Discussion
In this section we summarize our results and discuss some future directions of investigations. We have adopted toroidal compactification of the type IIB string effective action and included contribution of 3-form fluxes along compact directions. We have imposed a requirement that the reduced action remains S-duality invariant. Thus the axion-dilaton potential generated due to the presence of fluxes is SL(2, R) invariant. Of course such a compactification scheme inherently contains tadpoles and supersymmetries are not preserved. We are aware of this aspect. However, our goal is to study the conventional string cosmology in this approach and address some of the issues. One of the interesting scenario, which is a special feature of graviton-axiondilaton (string) cosmology is to understand accelerated expansion of the Universe according to Pre-Big Bang hypothesis. One of the issues encountered in the Pre-Big Bang approach is the graceful exit problem. In other words how does the Universe transit from its rapid accelerated expansion regime to the present FRW phase. It has been argued that such a transition is forbidden under certain circumstances due to no-go theorems. There were attempts to introduce phenomenological potentials to circumvent this difficulty. Moreover, it was very difficult to construct S-duality invariant axion-dilaton potential those days. However, with the present compactification scheme the potential is manifestly S-duality invariant. Therefore, we thought it to be appropriate to examine the graceful exit problem. We considered a truncated version of the reduced effective action (setting certain scalar fields to zero) where axion and dilaton which parameterize SL(2,R) SO (2) were retained in the action and the SL(2, R) invariant potential was also retained. We find that the no-go theorem of Kaloper, Madden and Olive is still valid.
The four dimensional action contains the axion-dilaton potential. The action is that of a non-linear sigma model. It is possible that the global SL(2, R) symmetry might be spontaneously broken. Moreover, as alluded to in the introduction S-duality is not realized in Nature as an exact symmetry. However, it is believed that it is an exact symmetry of string theory. In this context, we may recall that when the Mtheory is compactified on T 2 to type IIB theory in 9-dimensions, the resulting action can be cast in S-duality invariant form [39] . Moreover, "the coupling constants" (the expectation values of dilaton and axion are the coupling constants) belong to T 2 on which M-theory is compactified. Thus the two coupling constants have geometric origin as has been argued by Schwarz [39] . Similarly, from the F-theory point of view axion-dilaton doublet of 10-dimensional type IIB theory has also geometrical interpretations [40] .
This symmetry must be broken below the string scale. There are several reasons why dilaton, which appears as a massless excitation along with the graviton, is not expected to remain massless at the present epoch. There are arguments from the cosmological stand point that dilaton must settle its ground state much before the era of nucleosynthesis. If we accept S-duality to be an exact stringy symmetry and that the dilaton does not remain massless at lower scales then the symmetry must be broken. Moreover, from the perspective of the standard model of particle physics axion is expected to be a light weakly interacting pseudoscalar particle. In a qualitative frame work string theory contains many axions. However, if we identify the S-duality partner of dilaton to be the axion that cosmologist search for and standard particle physics model introduces then it is important to understand how S-duality is broken. If S-duality, realized non-linearly, is broken spontaneously then, in our model, it introduces a cosmological constant. We are unable to determine the symmetry breaking scale. We remind the reader that here one is discussing breaking of the non-compact SL(2, R) symmetry. We are aware that in some cases one might encounter technical difficulties due to the noncompact nature of SL(2, R). In the context of cosmological constant problem we would like to invoke the naturalness argument advanced by 't Hooft to argue that Λ c is small [41] . Naturalness argument, to put qualitatively, says that if an exact symmetry dictates that a parameter in a theory is to vanish then that parameter will remain small when the symmetry is broken. In other words when a symmetry is restored if a parameter is forced to be zero the parameter will assume small value in the broken phase. It has been pointed out by 't Hooft that if cosmological constant, Λ c , is set equal to zero in the Einstein-Hilbert action then there is no enhancement of any symmetry of the action. However, contrast this case with a theory which contains fermions. If fermion mass is set to zero, the action is invariant under chiral symmetry. In a more general setting we encounter situations such that exact symmetry require certain parameter have vanishing values. If some parameters assume small values, then the symmetries could be approximate.
We argue that cosmological constant arising out of spontaneous breaking of Sduality will remain small since in the unbroken phase it vanishes. However, our argument does not prevent from appearance of cosmological constant when other symmetries are broken. At every stage of symmetry breaking there is a contribution to the vacuum energy. The cosmological observations imply presence of a vanishingly small cosmological constant. It is worth pursuing our proposal to seek for a symmetry of the effective field theories that describe phenomena today such that the naturalness argument may be invoked to understand why Λ c is so small. In our study of cosmological scenarios, we have dealt with four dimensional effective actions. In such cases we arrived at the reduced action by compactifying on torus of constant modulus. Thus the volume modulus is set to constant by hand. In other words we have no way to stabilize the volume modulus.
It will be interesting the solve the Wheeler-De Witt equation for the cosmological case in the minisuperspace frame work. It is well known that the graceful exit forbidden in the classical string cosmology, due to the no-go theorems, could be achieved if one adopts the quantum version and solves the corresponding WDW equation [42] . The axion-dilaton WDW equation has some novel features [43, 44] in that the S-duality symmetry may be exploited to obtain the wave function for axion-dilaton purely from the group theoretic consideration. In fact the dynamics of the two scalars in similar to motion of a particle on the surface of a pseudosphere [44] in the background FRW metric. We may hope that similar considerations could apply when we include the presence of fluxes. However, it is obvious that the cosmological version of eq.(34) cannot be solved when we consider the corresponding WDW equation. Intuitively, we can argue that, although the interaction term is invariant under SL(2, R) rotations, the axion-dilaton wave function of the corresponding Hamiltonian cannot be obtained as representations of SL(2, R) as was the case in the absence of fluxes.
If we denote the generators of SL(2, R) as Σ 1 = 1 0 0 −1 , Σ 2 = 0 1 1 0 and
, then the M-matrix can be expanded using unit matrix and Σ i as a basis:
It turns out from structure of M is such that v 3 = 0 and the three (time dependent) coefficients satisfy the condition v The axiondilaton kinetic energy term expressed in terms of {v i ; i = 0, 1, 2} can be written as the Laplace-Beltrami operator. When we go over to the polar coordinates of the pseudosphere it becomes quite transparent that this is the Casimir of SL(2, R) [44] . In the presence of the fluxes, in general, the potential will not commute with any of the generators of SL(2, R) although it commutes with the Casimir. Therefore, if the flux is along a special direction (say the term commutes with the compact generator of SL(2, R)) then we can obtain wave functions (for the "angular part") which are characterized by the Casimir and the eigenvalues of the compact generator. These solutions will be infinite dimensional as is the case with unitary representations of SL(2, R). But it is not possible to solve the full WDW equation in a closed form analytically for the scale factor part. However, it is worthwhile to resort to some approximation like WKB and examine various solutions to address the graceful exit problem.
We have all along discussed SL(2, R) duality symmetry in the context of string cosmology which has been our main focus. It is well known that, in string theory, the S-duality symmetry corresponds to the discrete SL(2, Z) subgroup of SL(2, R). The axion-dilaton potential will be further constrained under SL(2, Z). It is argued that SL(2, Z) is a robust symmetry of string theory. We have addressed the issue of S-duality symmetry breaking in this article. However, it is beyond the scope of present investigation to determine the scale of the symmetry breaking. In other words, although we argue that in the present epoch axion and dilaton are expected to acquire mass, we are unable to identify the scale of the symmetry breaking. We hope to take up some of the issues in future.
APPENDIX: Graceful Exit Problem with AxionDilaton Potential
In this short appendix we discuss the graceful exit problem following Kaloper, Madden and Olive. [30] Note that our axion comes from R-R sector and therefore the relevant equations are modified appropriately. Our starting point is the 4-dimensional action eq. (34) written in terms of component fields in string frame metric. We have pulled out an over all factor of e −2φ and therefore the R-R field χ and the flux term get multiplied accordingly. The last term (potential is defined to be 2Λ(φ, χ). The action is
In the cosmological case, all the fields are dependent on cosmic time (we consider the FRW metric with k = 0). We denote the scale factor in the string frame as a(t) and corresponding Hubble parameter as h =˙ 
The other equations are
4(φ −φ 2 + 3 hφ) − 6˙ h − 12 h 2 + 2Λ(φ, χ) − ∂Λ(φ, χ) ∂φ = 0 ,
4(φ −φ 2 + 2 hφ) − 4˙ h − 6 h 2 + 2Λ(φ, χ) − 1 2 e 2φχ2 = 0 .
Eq. (54) is the Hamiltonian constraint which follows from variation of the lapse function, N(t) and then setting N(t) = 1 as is the standard practice. The other two equations are associated with variation of dilaton and the scale factor. We recall that the Hamiltonian constraint is quadratic isφ and it leads tȯ φ = 3 h ± 3 h 2 + 2Λ + ρ/2 2 (57) with ρ = e 2φχ2 . Moreover, as is well known the other two equations are utilized to eliminateφ andφ 2 , which miraculously led to the Pre-Big Bang scenario, and we are left with an equation forḣ h = ± h 3 h 2 + 2Λ + ρ/2 − 1 2
Where the sign is appropriately chosen from Eq. (57). The potential we recall is
where HH T is to be understood as a 2 × 2 matrix with the (internal) tensor indices of H (1) and H (2) are appropriately contracted. The case where the SL(2, R) symmetry remains unbroken, the structure of the potential is such that it is positive everywhere and therefore, the no-go theorem of Kaloper, Madden and Olive remains valid.
